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ABSTRACT

Graduate Level Tutoring and Writing Center Administration: A Primer was written especially for new graduate students in English who tutor other masters or doctoral students from various disciplines. Many publications on writing centers focus on literacy tutoring, undergraduate tutoring, and writing center administration. Thus far, no text directly addresses the exciting, vulnerable, and controversial position of the graduate tutor. This text addresses issues concerning basic composition and writing center theories, different roles that tutors, tutees, faculty, and administrators play in the graduate tutoring program, and suggestions for Graduate Writing Center Administrators in designing and maintaining the tutoring program. Additionally, a brief history of the writing center demonstrates the changes that have occurred due to the tensions that the lab creates. These tensions include those that tutors experience when determining their roles in the writing center, applying theories to their practice, negotiating the multiplicity of meanings of the center, and combating ideal and remedial notions of the writing center. They also include tensions that might arise when administrators’ theories and plans fail to work in a pedagogical practice or when the universities’ goals seem to oppose the centers’. Instead of ignoring these tensions, writing center participants should use them to contend with issues surrounding the center, the graduate tutoring program, and their positions. Ultimately, Graduate Level Tutoring and Writing Center Administration: A Primer offers alternative tutoring pedagogies to assist graduate writing tutors in determining the roles and responsibilities they will have in the writing center.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the past many English graduate students have had an opportunity to apply for teaching assistantships (GTA-ships). In addition to instructing one or two classes, Composition GTAs are typically responsible for tutoring undergraduates in the writing center. At some universities English graduate students have a choice between teaching composition and tutoring other graduate students. The positions differ mostly in the number of students the graduates instruct and the students’ level of academic standing; for the most part, the responsibilities are very similar. Both types of GTAs educate students in writing but often know little about the composition theories that can help guide them. Unfortunately, many graduate tutors and instructors find that they receive little or no training for their positions, and yet most would attest that no amount of training could fully prepare either the tutor or the instructor for the first day.

Graduate Level Tutoring and Writing Center Administration: A Primer was written especially for new graduate students in English who tutor other graduates from various disciplines. Many publications on writing centers focus on literacy tutoring, undergraduate tutoring, and writing center administration. However, no text directly addresses the exciting, vulnerable, and controversial position of the graduate tutor. This text may be read from cover to cover, or it may be used as a quick reference for basic composition and writing center theories; different roles that tutors, tutees, faculty, and administrators play in the writing center; and suggestions for Graduate Writing Center Administrators in designing and maintaining the tutoring program. Although I wrote this
for new graduate tutors who may have little or no working knowledge of the writing center or of their position, experienced tutors, writing center administrators, and undergraduate tutors may also find particular sections useful.

Before reading any theoretical discussions on writing centers, it is helpful to first understand the history of the Writing Center and how it has evolved over the last ninety years. The history may also help in understanding the reasons for the Writing Center debates and the conflicts that can occur during tutorials. Examining this background, new graduate tutors may find that their positions cannot be as easily negotiated as they may have previously thought.

The History of the Writing Center

The Writing Lab began as an *approach* to composition instruction and eventually became a *location* where students could receive assistance with their grammatical deficiencies. The center changed with the times and politics; its focus shifted from editing and proofreading to students’ abilities to think critically. The lab changed from being product-centered to student-centered, where its focus became the students instead of their writing.

Some scholars have argued that the Writing Center originated in the first decade of the twentieth century. However, most composition scholars follow Stephen M. North’s assertion that the 1930s marked the beginning of writing centers’ movement into the academy. Regardless, until the 1940s the writing lab was an *approach* to writing instruction. In other words, the lab was not separate from the classroom, and the instruction involved a method of correcting grammatical errors. The students attempted
to write prose, following instructions that the teachers first provided. The lab instruction was typically necessary only for remedial students and was centered on the individual quality of each student’s writing (Boquet 466-7).

During the 1940s, psychology began to influence the field of composition. In 1942 Carl Rogers published *Counseling and Psychotherapy*, a book that introduced the concept of client-centered therapy to the study of psychology. Writing centers appropriated Rogerian nondirective counseling as a pedagogical approach. The basis of this approach is that the tutor/therapist and tutee/client are viewed as equals. In the session the tutee selects the focus, and the tutor attempts to help the student achieve a self-awareness by questioning him or her concerning the topic of discussion. This questioning mirrors the tutee’s responses and suggests a mutual respect between the tutor/therapist and the tutee/client. This approach supposes that the tutee already possesses the knowledge and ability to manage any difficulties he or she has with writing (Boquet 469-70).

Thanks to Rogers, the writing center became recognized as a *location* where not only remedial students, but also ordinary students, could obtain assistance with their writing. Along with the shift from writing center as *approach* to writing center as *location*, a change occurred among instructors and administrators in the type of approach they thought composition instruction should involve. In “‘Our Little Secret’: A History of Writing Centers, Pre- to Post-Open Admissions,” Elizabeth H. Boquet states, “the writing on writing labs begins to show evidence of the tension emerging between the institutional space of the writing center and the individual pedagogies enacted in that space” (467). The conversations demonstrated a promising start of theoretical discussions.
Then something strange occurred in the 1950s: writing centers disappeared. They showed that they had potential early in the decade, according to Boquet, but the conversations stopped in the mid-50s. Various theories have been presented on why the centers vanished although none has been verified. Two of the main possibilities include the major shift in attention to scientific and mathematical studies due to the Cold War and the linguistics’ revival, which also brought a reappearance of objectivism and scientific thought (Boquet 471).

Writing centers slowly reappeared in the 1970s and, at this time, the tension in defining the writing lab thickened. Progressively, the discussions changed from talking and giving details about the location of the center to theorizing about the Writing Center’s purpose. As a result, the different pedagogical approaches of writing centers became a major avenue of study. The three main classes of writing center instruction included the auto-tutorial sessions, one-on-one tutorials, and alternative instruction (Boquet 473). The first of these models promoted a self-learning approach to tutoring which often involved technological instruction. The second main model was the one-on-one tutorial with faculty that created a “caring” Rogerian nondirective counseling environment. The last of these methods was an alternative to the traditional methods of tutoring; Kenneth Bruffee presented his concept of peer tutoring, which provided an opportunity for both the students doing the tutoring and those receiving the tutoring to learn during the sessions. (Peer tutoring and collaborative learning will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 2.)

Up until the 1980s the connection between composition and writing centers was implied and unclear. During this period, writing center theory gained a wider audience
and seemed to separate farther from the field of composition. The most accomplished essay of this time, which is still highly regarded today, was North’s “The Idea of a Writing Center.” According to Christina Murphy and Joe Law, within his essay North offers a new interpretation of the role of the writing center within the academy and within academic politics. [...] The essay has had great appeal for writing center scholars both because it asserts the primacy of a student-centered pedagogy and because it chastises English department faculty for possessing a “second layer of ignorance” and “a false sense of knowing” about what the role of a writing center is within the department and the academy. (65)

It is North who reaffirms that the writing center is a location where students are the focus rather than their writing.

Ever since “The Idea of a Writing Center” was published, much of the writing center scholarship has focused on the relationship between writing centers and the academy and the power struggles between them. Theorists appear to have forgotten that they can excite and motivate thought about writing centers and composition. Nonetheless, possibly due to the tenure track publishing requirements, scholars continue to reproduce discussions about the “ethics” of writing center work and also concentrate on writing center administration. The writing center theorists who had the potential to stimulate intellectual scholarship have settled for addressing unproblematic concerns of the Writing Center.

Amazingly, even though the theoretical discussions appear to be stagnant, writing centers have become a university campus staple. According to Murphy and Law, more than ninety percent of American campuses have writing centers (70). Even more, the
growth of graduate tutoring programs on university campuses demonstrates the centers’ success.

Yet the recent popularity of graduate writing center programs is problematic, and clearly graduate tutors have unique tensions to navigate. While writing center administrators may view the centers’ development as advancement, many students, professors, and nonacademics view the new program as a mockery of universities and the advanced degrees they offer. In theory, graduates should already possess writing skills that demonstrate a higher intellectual capacity. Indeed, university administrators would prefer to ignore their acceptance of poor writers into their graduate programs. Nonetheless, when they invite or allow a graduate writing center tutoring program onto their campuses, they acknowledge that they make exceptions. In reality, though, graduate schools accept the majority of students for their expertise in other disciplines, and students might not even know how to write a thesis statement. Although the reality is painfully obvious to those who read students’ professional papers, theses, or dissertations, ignoring their poor writing skills does not, has not, and will not create better writers.

Clearly, graduate tutors (and undergraduate tutors) and administrators cannot disregard the tensions they feel and even create. These tensions include those that tutors experience when determining their roles in the writing center, applying theories to their practice, negotiating the multiplicity of meanings of the center, and combating ideal and remedial notions of the writing center. They also include tensions that might arise when administrators’ theories and plans fail to work in pedagogical practice or when the universities’ goals seem to oppose the centers’. Instead of ignoring these tensions, writing center participants should embrace them and continually (re)negotiate the center,
the graduate tutoring program, and their positions. A brief history of the writing center demonstrates the changes that have occurred due to the tensions that the lab creates; without tension the writing center would crumble. According to Boquet, current writing center scholarship lacks the excessive institutional possibilities that the writing center represents. The way the writing center exceeds its space, despite the university’s best efforts to contain it; the way in which the writing center exceeds its method, with tutors going off-task, with students (more often than not) setting them back on-track, [and] negotiating academic demands [...]. (478)

While I am in full agreement with Boquet, I think writing center scholars and tutors need to discuss the tensions with one another, rather than avoid them.

**Chapter Overview**

I hope that graduate tutors, especially, will find *Graduate Level Tutoring and Writing Center Administration: A Primer* useful in choosing a stance on writing center politics. Before my experience working as the Graduate Writing Assistant at Montana State University, I was appalled at the thought of graduate students needing composition tutoring. However, I have since come to the realization that writing can always be improved. I have learned from composition and writing center theories that writing is a process and tutors can help students work through the process. For me, the theories have also suggested different roles that tutors, tutees, faculty, and administrators can play in the writing center. Moreover, from my experience as a graduate tutor I have discovered that the position also entails numerous administrative responsibilities.

Chapter 2 will provide graduate tutors with an understanding of composition and writing center theories and of how they affect tutoring practices at the graduate level.
This chapter is divided into two sections: composition theories and writing center theories. In each section, a brief history and description is provided for the main discussions that have influenced today's practices.

The two general composition theories that graduate tutors will find useful to their practice are the current-traditional and process models. The current-traditional theory, or product theory, was the main pedagogical method of teaching composition until the 1960s and 70s. This model stressed the importance of grammar and had a tremendous influence on how writing centers were perceived—as fix-it shops.

As early as 1910, process theory became the alternative choice for composition instructors. Expressive writing, the first of the process views to make headway, allowed students to express their original thoughts and to prove their integrity. Then composition theorists brought empirical research into the field by appropriating concepts from cognitive psychology. The largest benefit of the cognitive psychology influence was the view of writing as a three-stage process: pre-writing, writing, and rewriting. The last and currently most popular view of the composing process is the social model. In general, the social model considers writing to be a collective process that requires individuals to critique cultural influences and institutional powers. The different strands of study include ethnography, Marxism, and the poststructuralist theories of language.

The second section of Chapter 2 discusses the major writing center theories, which are based on the composition theories. The three main theoretical conversations about writing centers and tutoring discussed in this section are remediation, collaborative learning, and authority. The first of these topics, remediation, is closely related to the current-traditional model of composition. Writing center administrators' concern is that
many students and faculty members still view the center solely as a source for remedial aid.

The second of these theoretical conversations involves collaborative learning, Bruffee’s contribution to writing center theory. This discussion is closely tied to the social view of the process model of composing, whereby tutors and tutees work together to create a text. Three major components stemming from the debate about collaboration are the concepts of peer tutoring, dialogue, and personal authority.

Lastly, Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical debate about institutional authority in the university’s writing center and the “ethics” of tutoring. While some students view the center as a non-threatening environment where they talk about their papers with their peers, others view tutors as extensions of institutional authority. Another conversation that arises from the concern of institutional authority has to do with the way professors, and even tutors, use academic discourse as an instrument of power to withhold knowledge from those of “other” cultural backgrounds.

After having read the different theoretical discussions, graduate tutors will better understand the politics of their own university’s writing center. Graduate tutors can use Chapter 3 as a reference when negotiating the responsibilities that their employers expect of them and when determining the role(s) they want to play in the center. While many tasks differ from one tutor to the next, all tutors should possess active listening and facilitating skills. They should also recognize their ethical responsibilities of keeping papers and sessions confidential, not allowing plagiarism, being on time, and being reliable. Basically, tutorial participants need to act responsibly and professionally.
Once graduate tutors understand the basics, they will need to decide what function(s) of their jobs are most important to them. After choosing whether they will be editors, educators, physicians, allies, peers, experts and/or conversationalists, they will want to consider the roles of their tutees: writers, adult learners, and/or active learners? Tutors also need to take into account the roles of the faculty and administrators. Graduate tutors need to acknowledge that faculty members are the backbone of the writing center; ultimately, without writing assignments and recommendations from them, the writing center would be nonexistent. Therefore, communicating with faculty about the writing center’s purpose and goals is crucial. And finally, administrators, as planners and trainers, can also determine the success or failure of the writing center. Since graduate tutors are frequently accountable for the administrative duties in addition to the tutoring, an entire chapter is devoted to discussing the role of the Graduate Writing Center Administrator (GWCA).

Chapter 4 provides some suggestions for designing and maintaining graduate tutoring programs. First and foremost, novice tutors should talk with the employing department to determine expectations or requirements. During the design process, GWCAs must continually assess faculty members' and tutees' needs and then develop a way to meet those needs. Once the administrators develop a plan to provide the services, they must make it known to instructors and students that the program is available on campus. After they publicize the service, GWCAs then need to follow through with the plan by providing the services they have promised.

When graduate tutors are also made responsible for the administration of the graduate writing center program, maintenance becomes complicated. The position is temporary—
typically only one or two years—and tutors may find that they spend most of their time training for their position and determining ways to successfully manage the program. Suggestions offered in Chapter 4 include ways to assess the program’s successes and failures, techniques to train graduate tutors, and types of records to keep and sorts of information to disseminate.

Following Chapter 4 are Appendices A, B, and C. The first appendix provides examples of questionnaires that graduate tutors can distribute to students and faculty to assess their needs. The third questionnaire can be used to determine individual students’ needs for their upcoming tutoring sessions. Appendix B offers examples of flyers and brochures that can be distributed around campus. The last appendix provides examples of evaluation forms that GWCAs can request faculty and students to complete.

Graduate tutors can benefit from the theoretical discussions and practical advice that Graduate Level Tutoring and Writing Center Administration: A Primer offers. Not only will graduate tutors get a better grasp of what their position entails, but also they will be able to determine for themselves what tutors’ responsibilities should be. Making such decisions further enables graduate tutors to enter into the composition and writing center discussions to voice their own opinions.
CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Because scholars still recognize writing center theory as a component of composition theory, an understanding of both is crucial for writing center tutors. The following includes the basic underlying features that will help increase graduate tutors' awareness of what guides their practice. In effect, these tutors will be able to evaluate the positive and negative aspects of the theories and, as they deem fit, incorporate them into their own tutoring pedagogies. Of course, individual university writing centers may promote a specific view that tutors must follow. However, graduate tutors should be aware of the various theories so that they can better negotiate their position within the writing center. Then they can join the ongoing composition and writing center discussions.

Composition Theory

Composition theory is comprised of two basic models: current-traditional and process. Before either model was created, the art of rhetoric, i.e. argument and persuasion, was taught as the alternative to literary studies. Those outside the academy frequently view the current-traditional model as the only way composition should be taught. Theoretically though, the process theory proves to benefit students' creativity, cognitive thought, and social awareness.
Current-Traditional Model

The current-traditional theory of composition, also known as product theory, originated at the end of the 19th century. Two of the most influential reformers of teaching composition were Alexander Bain and Adams Sherman Hill. In his 1866 publication of *English Composition and Rhetoric*, Bain introduces the four modes of discourse that are still widely used today: description, narration, exposition, and persuasion. Bain also influenced the field of composition by identifying paragraph unity as a definitive characteristic of written discourse (Bizzell 861). Harvard’s chair of rhetoric, Adams Sherman Hill, further developed Bain’s concepts in his 1878 text *The Principles of Rhetoric*. In his book he contends that rhetoric is an art that is used to communicate thought (862). His method of teaching rhetoric focused on style, grammar, and usage (664).

Consequently, the current-traditional theory of composition emerged from the union of Bain’s and Hill’s rhetorical influences (Bizzell 664). This approach to teaching composition stressed the importance of communicating knowledge clearly, i.e. expository writing, and teaching grammar and usage skills. In composition classrooms, instructors presented students with ideal texts that the writers then imitated (McComiskey 42).

Also, during the transition from rhetoric as the formation of thought to rhetoric as the transmission of knowledge, composition changed from a public to a private discourse (Bizzell 860). While writing was required of student-rhetors, the intent was for students to memorize their compositions and to present them to an audience. Basically, rhetors used their “voice” (Joseph Harris’s term) to publicly exchange views, while writers had to imagine an audience with whom to share their thoughts. Understandably, students
who wrote essays had difficulty imagining an audience when they knew their professor was their only reader. Not only that, but instructors also read their essays to determine whether students could convey their Knowledge, unlike the rhetors who used speech to formulate thought. Students no longer shared their ideas publicly, but instead they wrote either for themselves or their instructors. Robert Scholes indicates in The Rise and Fall of English that even in 1914 students frequently creatively spelled and misused grammar in the compositions they read aloud (5). When this change occurred, instructors realized the grammatical atrocities taking place in students’ papers and maintained that by correcting the errors and teaching proper grammar, students’ writing would improve. As a result, by the time the process model was introduced, students’ grammar skills improved slightly, but their abilities to think critically were weakened.

**Process Model**

The current-traditional model dominated composition instruction until the 1960s and 70s (Bizzell 904). Alternative methods of teaching composition had been presented throughout the 20th century, but few proved to be successful. However, since the 1970s the process theory has become the dominant model of composing. The new method offered an alternative to the imitation-based methodology; instead, cultural texts were analyzed for their ideologies, values, and meanings (McComiskey 42). Three basic views of process make up the newest model of composing: the expressive view, the cognitive view, and the social view. While different eras are most notably recognized for a specific view, in today’s theories all views are prevalent and often overlap.
Expressive View. In the 1910s and 20s, the first alternative to the current-traditional approach, the expressive view of composing, appeared at several elite colleges. Under this approach, writing was viewed as psychoanalytic therapy that enabled students to express themselves originally in thought and style (Faigley 43). Following this methodology, it was believed that students became better writers simply by writing texts (Bushman 31). Due to the attraction to expressive writing, it became an individual course called creative writing (Bizzell 903).

Although self-expressivism did not disappear, it was not until the 1960s and 70s that it gained strong recognition in composition courses. In 1964 D. Gordon Rohman and Albert Wlecke published the results of their pedagogical study on the effects that “pre-writing,” or thinking, had on writing performance. They defined pre-writing as “the stage of discovery in the writing process when a person assimilates his ‘subject’ to himself” (qtd in Crowley 198). During this stage, writers write about their experiences of their subject. Furthermore, Rohman and Wlecke described thinking as:

“that activity of mind which brings forth and develops ideas, plans, designs, not merely the entrance of an idea into one’s mind; an active, not a passive enlistment in the ‘cause’ of an idea; conceiving, which includes consecutive logical thinking but much more besides; essentially the imposition of pattern upon experience.” (qtd in Crowley 198, emphasis theirs)

Their chains of thoughts lead to the formation of an ideal plan or design.

Janet Emig had an even greater influence on composition studies than Rohman and Wlecke. She began contesting the current-traditional model as early as 1964 in “The Uses of the Unconscious in Composing” (Crowley 200). One of her most notable contributions was her assertion that all writers encounter similar difficulties when composing (202). By using a case study approach to studying the writing process, she
noted that individuals' composing processes are “recursive.” She wrote, “instead of a process or processes inexorably made up of three ‘stages,’ there may be more or fewer components. Writing may be recursive, a loop rather than a linear affair—one can write, then plan; or one can revise, then write” (qtd in Crowley 203).

Eleven years after Emig first publicly protested product theory, James Britton and his colleagues, the “London group,” published the results of their study on the function of language skills in children’s learning process. While the London group is most notably recognized for their contribution to the cognitive view, it was out of their comprehensive examination of the composing process that composition teachers extracted the group’s three modes of discourse: expressive, transactional, and poetic (Crowley 204-5). This scheme mainly interested composition instructors because the group identified expressive writing as a separate form of composition—the exploration of ideas and relation of those ideas to emotions and intentions. However, transactional writing, the most widely used mode of discourse in schools, involves the transmission of knowledge and information, and poetic writing is the creation of beautiful images in prose or poetry. According to the results of the group’s study, expressive writing should be used instead of transactional writing in schools since the former mode of composition gives form to a writer’s thought and enhances other language skills.

In The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings from Classical Times to the Present, Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg maintain that this alternative method of teaching was introduced into the composition classrooms in response to the political concerns of the Vietnam War and civil rights movement (904). In their opinion, the current-traditional
approach to teaching composition was considered oppressive, and expressivism provided
individual students with the opportunity to seek their “authentic voice” (904).

Other theorists consider expressivism to be a resurgence of the Romantic view of
composition. The fundamental qualities of the Romantic era—integrity, spontaneity, and
originality—were used to evaluate students’ expressive writing. However, students’
integrity proved difficult to measure: not only did instructors become judges of character
and Truth, but students could also deceive their teachers with untruths. For example,
students could fabricate stories of abuse that would evoke instructors’ sympathy and
compassion, or they could compose essays expressing those values and politics they
“shared” with their professors. As a result, professors would rate the students’
authenticity as “good” or “bad.” Free-writing exercises were at first used to measure
integrity, but later became a valuable tool in measuring the spontaneity of students’
compositions. Peter Elbow appropriated the activity that was first used to discover truth;
in effect, free-writing became an activity that could demonstrate students’ formation of
meaning through their writing (an idea that contradicted Rohman and Wlecke’s
understanding that thinking and writing were separate acts). In regard to originality, the
notion of the Romantic genius differed from the neo-Romantic notion of the unconscious
potential of individuals’ creativity. For instance, instead of being born with a vision,
people can learn to be better writers through personal development. Clearly these
measurement devices had their faults, and some theorists decided that an empirical
method to grading papers and studying composing processes would provide further
advancement in composition studies. What resulted was the field’s appropriation of
cognitive psychology.
Cognitive View. Another view observes students’ cognitive development in the composing process. One type of cognitive psychology that influenced the field of composition was cognitive-developmental psychology. In addition to contributing to the expressive view, the London group played a role in the development of the cognitive view of composition theory. Britton and his colleagues introduced the concept of "decentering": they studied the composing process of children and maintained that children have difficulty imagining an audience.

Another category of cognitive psychology that was appropriated by composition studies was from American cognitive psychology. The most influential theorists were Linda Flower and John R. Hayes, who used the think-aloud approach to study the actual methods students use to compose written texts. According to Lester Faigley in "Competing Theories of Process," Flower and Hayes maintained "that composing processes intermingle, that goals direct composing, and that experts compose differently from inexperienced writers" (46). What motivated their model, however, was the cognitive science tradition. Flower and Hayes used Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon’s notion of “programmability” that looks at the how the mind processes information (46). Moreover, they theorized that the composing processes are similar to a computer’s central processing unit (46). While composing processes involve planning, translating, and reviewing, according to cognitive theorists, individual writers compose differently for each occasion. The social view does not deny this assertion of individuality but, instead, focuses on societal perspectives of culture and power.
Social View. Formed in the 1980s, the social view of the composing process has become the dominant theory. Underlying this model is the notion that writing can only be viewed from a societal perspective, not an individual one. The main objective of this view is for students to collectively critique culture and challenge institutional forces (McComiskey 41). This view borrows from previous work, but according to social theorists, writing once again becomes a public discourse. Faigley suggests that there are four schools of thought under this view, but I will concentrate on the main three: ethnography, Marxism, and poststructuralist theories of language.

The first of these approaches to composition is ethnography. The ethnographic approach studies writers' discourse communities, i.e. the bodies of knowledge, conventions, and strategies to which students belong. It differs from a sociological approach in that the study of culture and development of different ethnic groups takes a more historical and comparative approach. To look at the effects of the discourse communities on the writing process, researchers examine the immediate world around writers to show how different outlooks influence their writing (Faigley 49). Common communities that researchers look at are the classroom, the family, and the workplace.

Main issues of the ethnographic model of composition theory are class, power, and ideology. In general, followers of this approach maintain that institutional authority exists within the discourse of its community. Accordingly, discourse pressures individuals within society to conform to the institutional ideologies, subjects that I will address specifically in regards to the writing center in the latter section of Chapter 2. For instance, ethnographic theorists analyze the ways the composition classroom includes or
excludes students in learning, such as through the use of academic discourse (McComiskey 43).

Paulo Freire followed an ethnographic approach to literacy. He argued that in order for “oppressors” or “oppressed” (his terminology) to understand their plights, they must first analyze class and history. As an anti-essentialist, Freire rejected the propensity of simplifying subjects’ positions within a multifaceted history and culture to race, class, or gender. In literacy, and frequently in academia, the discourse that values high clarity in communication stifles “other” discourses. As Freire states in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, “Education as the exercise of domination stimulates the credulity of students, with the ideological intent (often not perceived by educators) of indoctrinating them to adapt to the world of oppression” (78). Indeed, Freire argues that in valuing one discourse over others, oppressors can ignore the otherwise apparent social differences.

A specific component of the ethnographic approach to composition studies (which Faigley designated as the fourth approach to the social view) is the sociology of science. This component looks at the culture surrounding a specific discipline of the science community. In this model, scientific texts are viewed as a separate literary genre. In the words of Charles Bazerman and Greg Myers, these texts are “active social tools in the complex interactions of a research community” (qtd in Faigley 48-9).

The second approach to studying composition using the social view, the Marxist methodology, is very comparable to the ethnographic approach. For an ethnographic-based approach, a class analysis can lead to an understanding of “oppression,” but from the analysis, Marxists envision a “true” social equality and an end to a class system. Moreover, this approach, which Bruce McComiskey calls the social-process rhetorical
inquiry, also examines the ways that power structures are involved in modes of production, distribution, and consumption of texts (42).

Specifically, McComiskey's method of invention focuses on "cultural production," "contextual distribution," and "critical consumption" in the classroom. First, he suggests that students examine the values that culture derives from texts and their contexts. Then he proposes that afterwards students must critically analyze and negotiate the ideal cultural values. Lastly, students should produce additional texts in response to their (con)textual analyses (42-3). Using his inquiry method, his students interpret societal interactions and then critique the ways institutions restrict individuals within various communities.

Lastly, the poststructuralist theory of language, also called post-process theory, began in the 1980s when theorists began vocalizing their dissatisfaction with the notion of writing as process (McComiskey 40). Following the poststructuralist concept that defining terms limits their meanings, post-process theorists reject the idea of defining "post-process." Along these same lines, a main topic of discussion among post-theorists is the concept of interpretative communities where readers and writers interpret texts from what meanings the words encompass from society's (re)appropriations. For example, in Invention as a Social Act, Karen Burke LeFevre maintains that invention is a social act whereby interpretations and uses of texts determine the textual meanings (qtd in, 41).

David Bartholomae, one of the most influential poststructuralist composition theorists, discusses the composition classroom's role in the academic community. He contends that students find college composition courses difficult because they are
unfamiliar with academic discourse. According to Bartholomae, students most frequently use “off-stage voices”—experts and authors cited in bibliographies—to legitimate texts. Bartholomae further suggests that students go through a transition from “writer-based” to “reader-based” prose. He maintains that reading is an essential part of the composing process: it is the final process where the reader forms meaning from the written text, and the reader also situates the author within the text and within society (McComiskey 42).

In my own tutoring practice, I use several of the composition theories with which I have experimented. When I first began teaching undergraduates I did not completely agree with the process model. I found that correcting grammatical deficiencies met students’ expectations and proved to be much easier than facilitating discussions about students’ writing processes. Once I discovered for myself that writing is a process that begins and ends with the students, I was able to assist students with their thinking, not only their products. Yet, if students consistently make the same grammatical errors throughout their compositions, I educate them about the “rules.” Of the approaches used by process theorists, for me the most useful and compatible approach is the cognitive view, which recognizes writing as a staged progression, comprised of planning, translating, and reviewing. What I find least appealing about the expressive view are the immeasurable qualities that teachers use to evaluate students’ compositions. Likewise, I do not completely agree with the notion that teachers (and tutors) can only look at writing from a societal perspective, which often stresses political correctness. Instead, both the individual and societal perspectives are essential in the composing process. By combining the different composition theories with some of the writing center theories, I
have constructed a practical method of tutoring that allows me to comfortably follow the university’s and writing center’s policies.

Writing Center Theory

Many writing center theories are based on the composition theories discussed above. North’s 1984 article, “The Idea of the Writing Center,” was the first theoretical discussion of its kind, dedicated solely to writing centers. Unfortunately, though, much of the writing center scholarship since has focused on descriptions of the writing centers’ locations and public relations and typically lacks theoretical grounding. What follows are three of the major ongoing, overlapping discussions about writing centers and tutoring: remediation, collaborative learning, and authority.

Remediation

In his 1984 article, North questioned writing centers’ roles within the university and their politics, specifically examining the opposing views of the writing center within the academy. Although the article is somewhat dated, the same issues concern scholars today. According to North, writing center tutors and administrators view the writing center as a location for all students to discuss their writing and to become better writers. Since composition and writing center theorists study writing as a process, rather than product, these scholars realize that all students’ writing skills need improvement and that students become better writers when they improve their critical thinking skills. Therefore, the writing center tutors commit to helping create better students.
Nevertheless, many faculty members and students view the center as a place to send students to “fix” their poorly written papers, even though some professors have become aware of the benefit of North’s “idea of a writing center.” Moreover, because the academy views the writing center as a university service, students perceive the center to be a place for remedial students to receive aid. Some composition instructors require all of their students to visit the center, but these tutees typically consider this a demeaning practice. As a result, students recognize “being sent to the writing center” as a punishment for writing poorly.

Collaborative Learning

Now many theorists and composition instructors view the writing center as a place where students can collaborate with writing tutors. The concept of collaborative learning is viewed as an alternative to traditional classroom learning. In “Collaborative Learning and the ‘Conversation of Mankind,’” Kenneth Bruffee describes the model of the tutoring process where “students learn to describe the organizational structure of a peer’s paper, paraphrase it, and comment both on what seems well done and what the author might do to improve the work” (396). The goal of the session, with the tutor’s guidance, is to create cohesiveness, clarity, and coherence in a structurally sound paper.

According to theorists, students benefit from writing center collaboration in several ways. First, they have the opportunity to have an “expert” outside reader to critically read their papers. Hence, writing center tutors should be authorities of the language, and likewise, the tutees should ideally be the authorities on their subjects. Collaboration also allows students to think more critically about their subjects, by explaining or elaborating
unclear ideas to tutors who may know nothing about the topic. For instance, writing students frequently assume that their readers understand their “logical” progression, but in reality, their papers lack the cohesiveness that is crucial for comprehension. Furthermore, collaboration permits students to formulate their ideas more concretely and to question their organization. Lastly, collaborative learning requires active participation in the session by both the tutor and the tutee, which leads to the notion of peer tutoring.

Peer Tutoring. According to Kenneth Bruffee, peer tutoring is a type of collaborative learning where the tutors and tutees benefit from the session: both students develop and improve their confidence and their writing skills. Tutors gain a critical awareness of their own writing skills while helping students to understand ways to improve their texts.

Many tutors, or “writing experts,” share similar anxieties with tutees: they, too, often lack confidence in their writing. Judith Fishman notes in “On Tutors, the Writing Lab, and Writing” that many tutors have difficulties “transforming” their thoughts into writing and fear that their writing will be “misunderstood” or that they will fail to effectively communicate their thoughts (86). If this is true, what qualifies peers to tutor fellow students? Joyce A. Kinkead contends that tutors’ writing anxieties make them helpful to their peers since they can share these commonalities during the sessions (243). Yet, Bruffee contends that simply by sharing ideas and thoughts, together peers can talk about the assignment and about writing in general (94). In the writing center they share with each other the knowledge they each possess.
Theorists advise that peer tutoring makes tutees more comfortable in the writing center. Bruffee states, “It did not seem to change what people learned but, rather, the social context in which they learned it” (87). In this form of collaboration, trained undergraduates or graduates from the same institution tutor other undergraduates who share, in Jacob S. Blumner’s words, “a common institutional status, that of student” (40). Indeed tutors generally are close in age and social status. The writing center offers students the opportunity to converse and to practice disciplinary standards with someone other than the professor who evaluates them.

The graduate tutors’ position varies from other GTAs since, theoretically, they have a more collaborative relationship with their graduate tutees. Based on John Trimbur’s vague definition of “peership” as possessing similar educational knowledge or experiences, i.e. their educational levels are equal, undergraduate students consider graduate students as “little teachers,” but graduate tutees view graduate tutors as peers (Mick 36). Yet, Connie Snyder Mick indicates that tutors’ educational level does not exclusively determine “peership” (40). Graduate tutors’ demeanor with their graduate students, their knowledge of composition, and their writing skills determine whether tutees perceive them to be more like peers or professors. Tutors and their tutees may both be graduate students; more often than not their specialty areas differ, and problems with the “peership” concept arise when comparing students’ knowledge of the varied disciplines. Graduate tutors are more knowledgeable and experienced in composition discourse, while their graduate tutees are experts in other areas. According to Mick:

The relationship is collaborative in the sense that both tutee and tutor are working together on a project. Furthermore, there is no indication that the tutor’s expertise in writing takes precedence over the tutee’s expertise on the
subject matter (at least in comparison to the tutor who, not being a peer, may not be familiar with the topic). (41)

An alternative way to look at the tutor-tutee relationship is to view the participants as constructors of knowledge who work together through dialogue.

**Dialogue.** Rather than looking at the writing center as a location of exterior knowledge, or as Andrea Lunsford's "Center as Storehouse," collaborative learning presents the writing center as a place where knowledge is "always contextually bound, as always socially constructed" (113). Neither tutors nor tutees possess the knowledge, but knowledge is created through conversations and dialogue, what Lunsford calls the "Burkean Parlor Center." If possible, writing tutors should converse with tutees about their writing as often as possible during their writing process, since the dialogue between the two creates and forms each student's knowledge. Clearly, entering into dialogue is a crucial element of the writing center.

The tutor's role is similar to the role of the dialogical teacher that Freire discusses in *Pedagogy of the Oppressed.* Ideal students entering the writing center have an invested interest in their topic of study, especially at the graduate level, and for this reason, graduate tutors expect tutees to be prepared to enter into dialogue (in the Freirian sense). Unlike the "banking" model of teaching, which implies that tutors "deposit" information into the students' minds, tutors of the "problem-posing" model seek to help students perceive reality and then critically intervene in that reality. Additionally, when tutors paraphrase what is said in the paper, students have an opportunity to hear how an Other interprets their words. In the dialogue, tutors question tutees about their perceptions of the subject's reality. Tutors also ask questions, as teachers do, to elicit responses that
enable students to think more critically about their subject. In “The Nature of Writing-Laboratory Instruction for the Developing Student,” Rudolph Almasy states that the tutor engages in dialogue “over the written [text, which] allows the writer to test the direction of his or her thoughts and allows the reader to react to partially articulated ideas and to matters of coherence and development” (14). Through dialogue, tutors help writers talk about the subject and discover for themselves what they want to say. Indeed, the purpose in this sense is to support students in the act of internalizing the dialogue (14). By allowing for dialogue, tutees will not feel threatened by the tutor’s authority; the students should always feel that they are in control of and have full authority over their papers.

**Personal Authority.** The term “collaboration” has negative connotations for individualists. It implies a direct relationship between tutors and tutees and a mutual ownership of and responsibility for the paper. Yet, tutors do not claim ownership of, nor do they claim responsibility for, the text that results. Some theorists would argue that the relationship between the “collaborators” need not be equal. Their expertise lies in different areas, and the purpose of the writing center is to provide a (not remedial) service to the students. The service implies a type of “genius” of the tutors, and that the tutors’ goal is to help students locate their “authentic voice.”

A major conflict can arise when tutors use the “banking” model of tutoring. Even though tutors often see a better way to word students’ texts, they need to be careful not to write sentences, paragraphs, or entire papers for tutees. Not only could professors claim that the students plagiarized or “cheated,” but morally conscious students could also become resentful of the tutors’ written words. Although the students’ names are on the
texts, they (and sometimes their professors) become aware of an "other" in the text. More importantly, students do not and cannot learn from tutors who write their papers for them; instead they become dependent on the tutor and the writing center. Finally, opponents who argue that the tutors are the possessors of knowledge believe that the educators' goal is to provide tutees with the tools to tackle their own papers in the future without assistance. When tutors fail to provide their students with these tools, students do not learn what it means to "author" and own a text. Even if tutors have institutional authority over their tutees, students must realize the personal authority they have over their texts.

Institutional Authority

Even in a collaborative learning situation, writing centers can imitate the teacher-student hierarchical relationship. Many writing center scholars view the center as a non-threatening environment where students are not graded on their writing abilities, unlike classrooms where professors evaluate them. Yet, tutors still have a responsibility to the university that employs them and to the faculty who instruct their practice. Opponents of collaborative learning maintain that the tutor-tutee relationship can never be equal because tutors possess institutional authority. Whether or not tutors recognize their power, tutees cannot ignore the facts that, first, an appointment must be made with a university employee, and second, the session is held in the institution's "Writing Center."

According to Lunsford, though, true collaboration can occur in the writing center. Yet because tutors often merely act as if they are not the authority but still believe they have institutional authority, they enable the power struggle to subsist. She further argues that tutors who pretend to be equal are simply trying to eliminate diversity within the
institution (112). Like Freire, in Good Intentions: Writing Center Work for Postmodern
Times Nancy Maloney Grimm contends that modernists who argue for individual
autonomy attempt to erase differences by making students learn a common singular
discourse. By following the agreed-upon discourse (of white, middle-class Americans),
writing center tutors allow for discrimination against other races and cultures (105). The
results are "institutional oppression," which Grimm describes as the suppression of
minorities' experiences and emotions and the coercion to accept the dominant culture's
views (104). One way that tutors enable the oppression is by not acknowledging its
existence within the writing centers and within the academy. Postmodern writing centers
should accept students from all races and cultures for the knowledge and experiences
they have to offer (108). In essence, Grimm suggests that complete change is not
necessary, but tutors need to reconsider their roles in the writing center to reflect on the
"other."

Yet modernists, with whom I agree, would retort that writing is a form of
communication, and writing centers enable students to converse effectively within and
outside the academy. While tutors do have institutional authority, their role is to help
students learn how to communicate their knowledge to their professors by using
academic discourse.

Academic Discourse. Like Grimm, some theorists argue that one of the ways that
the academy prevents tutees from possessing authority is by using academic discourse—
the language of intellectuals. Professors use the language of their field when teaching
and ask their students to use that discourse when they write. However, learning "normal
discourse” (Richard Rorty’s terminology) of a particular community is similar to learning a new language, and students are bound to misuse or misinterpret the language. Students use their knowledge of the specialized language, which professors characteristically simplify to sound bites, to make associations and to solve problems within their discipline. However, as Bruffee states, “Not to have mastered the normal discourse of a discipline, no matter how many ‘facts’ or data one may know, is not to be knowledgeable in that discipline. Mastery of a ‘knowledge community’s’ normal discourse is the basic qualification for acceptance into that community” (93). Grimm perceives professors as the gatekeepers of the knowledge community since they evaluate students’ understanding of the normal discourse; they prevent students who fail to learn the discourse and do not move beyond the language of their own cultures from becoming a part of the community. Therefore, in Grimm’s views, the university itself oppresses students by refusing them membership into the academy, which clearly defies the institution’s purpose.

Nevertheless, some writing center scholars perceive the center to be an area where students may practice academic discourse. Within this community students come together, collectively or individually, to practice academic discourse so that they may become members of the “knowledge community” to which their professors belong. Through the act of “pooling resources” (Bruffee’s terminology), tutors and tutees may learn the language that is necessary for them to gain membership. The benefit of discussing discipline-specific issues with a peer from another discipline is that by explaining terms that are unfamiliar to the tutor, the students gain a better understanding of their subjects. The disadvantage, of course, is that misunderstandings and misinterpretations of disciplines other than English may go unrecognized by tutors.
As in teaching, I find that the theories are many times difficult to apply to my practice in the writing center. Notions of equality among teachers and students and among tutors and students are idealistic but, in reality, one always has authority over the other. In my opinion, true collaboration and peership do not and cannot exist in the writing center (or anywhere else for that matter). Writing center tutors specialize in writing and in language skills and the majority of their tutees belong to other disciplines. The graduate writing center, however, is a place for all writers to dialogue about their subjects; through conversation they gain a new understanding and a “critical consciousness” (Freire’s terminology) of their subjects.

Similarly, graduate tutors can become critically aware of their practice when they enter into theoretical discussions. Tutors should consider the tensions they find in their practice and in the composition and writing center theories. Since the graduate tutors work with students, and many scholars do not, they should involve themselves in the conversations to provide insight into their practice.
CHAPTER 3

THE WRITING CENTER PLAYERS

The main players in the writing center are the tutors (specifically graduate tutors), tutees, faculty members, and administrators. Depending on the policies and politics of individual universities and writing centers, the members' roles will differ. Employers can help beginning tutors in determining each participant's role in the center. The following are some of the various skills and responsibilities for which each member might be responsible.

Tutoring Skills and Ethics

Two basic skills expected of tutors are active listening and facilitating. While the roles they choose are frequently optional, all tutors should have these skills. Additionally, tutors need to follow some ethical guidelines to demonstrate their professionalism and their respect for their tutees and faculty.

Active Listening

For the tutor, active listening requires listening, questioning, and paraphrasing. One of the tutors' main goals for the sessions should be to encourage tutees to do most of the talking. Simply by listening, tutors can determine students' writing deficiencies, misunderstandings, or specific areas of concern. At the beginning of the consultations, graduate tutors should have students paraphrase the assignment. Afterward, tutors should read the actual assignment sheets, if available, to verify that students correctly understand
the purpose of the project. Also, to further demonstrate their attentiveness to the
students, tutors should maintain eye contact throughout the session.

At any point during the session when clarification becomes necessary, tutors need to
ask open-ended questions to urge students to elaborate. If writing tutors use closed
questions, they limit the possibility for students to speak. Questions such as, “What does
this statement mean?” are always preferable to, “Does this statement mean A or does it
mean B?” Using the first method of questioning allows students to use their own words
to explain or clarify. In “Using Conferences to Support the Writing Process” Betsy
Bowen contends that tutors can help students become more aware of their knowledge and
their learning by asking them questions (192). Tutors need to listen carefully since the
tutees’ responses to questions typically lead to further questions.

Tutors also need to be aware of the different information that they can discover by
questioning tutees and by listening to their responses. From students’ responses to
questions regarding their likes and dislikes about their assignment and their text, tutors
can discover their intentions for the paper. Students seldom feel comfortable with more
direct questions, such as, “what is it that you intend to do here?” This question puts
students on the spot and they can interpret the question to mean that their papers do not
effectively communicate their thoughts. However, graduates, whose confidence levels
are characteristically higher than undergraduates, are generally more comfortable with
such questions; they are more confident about their subject and about writing because of
their academic standing. Instead of asking direct questions, tutors may paraphrase their
understanding of the points made in students’ papers, which can let students know that
they have been heard and understood. Moreover, if tutors have become confused, tutees
have the opportunity to clarify any misunderstandings. Through questioning tutors may determine which components are essential to the draft. John Roderick states in “Problems in Tutoring,” that tutors can also “tactfully and diplomatically convince students to change their prose in a way that is constructive rather than destructive [by] indirectly lead[ing] the students to discover that their written expressions do not say what they intended” (34).

Like undergraduate tutors, graduates need to actively listen to their students. Typically, the subjects of and discourse used in graduates’ papers are foreign to the tutors, and therefore, graduate tutors find that their listening skills need to be more acute and refined. Paraphrasing becomes more complex when, for instance, the paper discusses econometrics in labeling or polyploidization of plants and the tutor is unfamiliar with economic or scientific discourse. Paraphrasing and questioning, then, can determine the success or failure of the session. Regardless of the subject, though, graduate tutors can recognize students’ writing achievements and deficiencies.

Facilitating

As facilitators, tutors read students’ papers and respond to them as an audience. Fishman states that the tutors’ main value to writers is to become their audience; “Students, however, feel uncomfortable with this notion of seeking a reader, for they have generally traveled their writing along a one-way street—to one reader alone—the instructor. They think that seeking a tutor is unnatural, even shameful or dishonest” (89). Graduate students similarly feel this discomfort, but since they characteristically invest more interest in their education in general, they realize that their writing skills, or lack
thereof, can determine whether they will graduate or not. As a result, graduate students will seek an audience to complete their degree. Yet when students share their texts with tutors, they benefit from the experience. Not only do the students form a greater understanding of their subject through making clarifications, but they also benefit from seeing how a reader reacts to their work at the moment.

Graduate tutors must possess these facilitating skills for tutees to fully benefit from their consultations. Almasy contends that during this “sharing process” (Kenneth Burke’s terminology), tutors develop into “objective, inquisitive, helpful, non-threatening reader[s]” (14). The dialogue that forms through facilitation is an essential part of the writing process. The ultimate goal is to assist writers in the process of “internaliz[ing] this dialogue” that occurs between tutors and tutees (15). In other words, tutors should help students learn to become their own readers: to be objective and inquisitive of their own compositions. Ideally, tutees should become independent writers.

Ethics

Following some basic ethical guidelines will keep tutors from having any unwanted or unnecessary confrontations with other tutors, tutees, faculty members, or administrators. Possibly the most important ethical guideline to follow is to keep tutees’ work confidential. Many papers that graduate tutors read are works in progress that will either lead to students’ theses or dissertations, will become published, or will be presented at conferences. Revealing any information discussed within the paper to anyone other than the students themselves breaks the students’ confidentiality. Furthermore, tutors should only speak to students’ instructors about assignments or
papers with the students' permission. Basically, students should remain anonymous, and tutors should be the only people to read or discuss their papers in the writing center.

Other main concerns are plagiarism, punctuality, and reliability. The biggest concern of professors and administrators is that when students visit the writing center, someone other than the student who is accountable for the paper is actually writing it. Plagiarism has become an even more vocalized concern since many tutors call themselves collaborators. (For more information on plagiarism and collaboration, see Chapter 2 under the subheading Collaborative Learning.)

Other main concerns of students are that tutors be punctual and reliable. Graduate students have busy lives, and they expect to have a portion of tutors' time at the time of their appointments. Showing up late or not showing up at all demonstrates tutors' irresponsibility and lack of concern for their tutees.

Tutors' Roles

Tutors have numerous responsibilities and, depending on the university, the various roles that tutors adopt are what I call the editor, the educator, the physician, the ally, the peer, the expert, and the conversationalist. Graduate tutors may choose to take on more than one role, especially when tutoring at different stages of the writing process. As discussed earlier, however, some writing centers may require tutors to engage in specific practices to comply with university policies or procedures.
Tutors who take on the role of editor follow the current-traditional model of teaching composition. Inexperienced tutors invariably rely on this approach because identifying students’ mistakes is much easier than directing students to critically think about their subject. Besides, tutors will find that focusing on the grammatical details is much less complicated than concentrating on structure and content. Too, editing is much easier than confronting unfamiliar discourses. Instead, tutors may want to consider Roderick’s idea of “put[ting] the burden of the correction upon the student’s shoulders, where it belongs, and avoid[ing] succumbing to the temptation of playing the answerer who identifies all problems at the drop of a punctuation mark” (38).

Because many tutors fall back on the current-traditional model of tutoring, most tutees and faculty members expect the center to offer a free editing service. As discussed in Chapter 2, many students are “sent” to the writing center to “fix” their papers. If tutors decide to edit, they will only promote this idea of the writing center as a place of remediation. Hopefully, at the graduate level, students should have a better comprehension of the English language and of grammar, and therefore, editing should be less of an issue for graduate tutors. Unfortunately, in my experience, many graduate students equate the writing center to a fix-it grammar shop and are disappointed when I notify them of the writing center’s purpose. Informing students before or at the time they make their appointments about what really occurs during a session can help to eliminate these expectations.
The Educator

The role of the educator is to teach students to write well, not to locate symptoms of poor writing as the editor does. The educator follows the process model of teaching composition. Informing students about the writing process enables students to recognize the "repeatable" acts they perform each time they compose (Fishman 89). Once they become familiar with their own practices, they can refine them to improve their writing. For example, many students' composing process involves two steps: writing a draft and then proofreading it. Many view proofreading as an equivalent to revision and do not realize the importance of content revision. In short, tutors can educate students on the actual processes of prewriting, writing, and rewriting by focusing on those general issues of clarity, organization, cogency, and coherence, even at the graduate level.

This is not to say that grammar and spelling are not important, but as David Price Moore and Mary A. Poppino state in Successful Tutoring, "These features will become important when the paper is in the finished draft, but they are the 'frosting' which should be attended to only after the 'pastry' is properly baked" (120-1). When graduate tutors become educators, they encourage the intellectual development of their students.

The greater the graduate educator-tutors' active listening, facilitating, and dialoguing skills, the more helpful they will be in eliciting good writing. I have found that most students at the graduate level realize that "rewriting" involves content revision and are welcome to suggestions for that revision. Nevertheless, some students, realizing the complexity that can be involved in the revision process, are resistant to and hesitant about making drastic changes. From my experience, talking about the writing process in
general and my own composing process specifically helps to reduce some of the students’ anxieties.

The Physician

Unlike the editor, the tutor-as-physician does not “fix” papers. Rather, the physician diagnoses the tutees’ writing deficiencies: tutors must identify the students’ needs. Muriel Harris’s “Individual Diagnosis: Searching for Causes, Not Symptoms of Writing Deficiencies” suggests that the session’s success depends on the efficiency of the analysis (53). She proposes that the following are three areas of concern:

1) the diagnosis which identifies the deficiencies in the student’s writing, 2) the on-going diagnosis during instruction which reveals what the student does not know or is confused about, and 3) the diagnosis which reveals those attitudes, apprehensions, and perhaps hostilities which can keep writers from learning what they need to know. (53)

Moreover, Harris recommends using questionnaires to search for the causes. While this is not a bad idea, questionnaires should only be used as supplementary tools to identify deficiencies, since students often do not know where their problems originate. Carefully listening to their comments during the session though should help tutors detect the source of the errors.

In general, graduate students submit lengthy papers, such as professional papers or theses, for the tutors to read prior to their sessions. Besides benefiting from reading texts before sessions, tutors can discover errors that writers otherwise might not have exposed in shorter texts. With the help of questionnaires that are completed prior to the session, physician-tutors have the opportunity to begin making a diagnosis before meeting with students.
The Ally

The tutor who accepts the responsibility of the ally ensures students' comfort and increases their confidence. Some scholars, such as Lil Brannon, would argue that tutors' written skills are not as crucial as their interpersonal skills. Yet she contends that these skills are very similar, in that, "to be effective one must always be aware of audience, purpose, and craft" (105).

To be certain that students are comfortable, tutors should briefly introduce themselves at the beginning of the tutoring session. Also, they should ask the students about their writing background and the degree they are seeking. At this time, tutors can ask questions pertaining to the paper or thesis that the student is currently writing. Graduate tutors have a responsibility to be tactful when discussing writing deficiencies with their tutees, and also, to inform tutees about their positive writing abilities. Being friendly alone will help to make tutees comfortable during the session. Further, tact and positivism will enhance students' levels of confidence.

At the beginning of sessions, I introduce myself and ask students to introduce themselves. I do not waste too much time getting to know the students; rather, throughout the session we get to know each other by exchanging knowledge and experiences. In my opinion, graduate tutors' responsibilities do not include becoming friends with their students, nor do they entail "siding" with them against professors or the university. This, of course, is not to say that blunt comments about students' writing deficiencies are appropriate; tactfulness and consideration are essential whenever working with others.
The Peer

The peer tutor agrees with the notion of collaborative learning. As discussed in Chapter 2, collaborative learning involves two or more people who both gain knowledge and/or experience through the equal contribution to a project. As such, both peers gain knowledge from the tutorial. In order for tutors to be peers, though, they must first view themselves as writers and then as students. Bruffee indicates that when tutors portray themselves as writers to their peers and then present similarities between them, they can eliminate students' feelings of "intellectual paralysis" (qtd in Fishman 88). In addition to sharing experiences and knowledge with tutees, tutors share their writing anxieties. Since most students lack confidence in their writing and actually fear criticism, peer tutors must be sensitive to students' anxieties. Peer tutors may likely learn more about writing than their peers, since they invariably become more aware of their own writing processes and practices when helping others. Yet, to create the equality in learning, tutees may gain more knowledge of their discipline or paper topic when explaining their subject to their peers. Tutoring allows for peers to become included in each other's intellectual growth.

Peer tutors can create a collaborative learning environment by making students comfortable in the writing center, as the ally does. Tutors should sit beside their peers, rather than across from them as an authority figure would. This simple act demonstrates to students that together they will collaborate on the project. Also, sitting next to the tutee on the same side as the tutor's dominant hand allows tutees to see the peer tutor's written comments more clearly. These acts also demonstrate that the students, not the tutors, are responsible and accountable for the text.
I partially agree with Bruffee's concept of peership. I have learned and become more critically conscious of my writing skills from helping others with their writing. I disagree with the term "peer," in which I have already expressed disbelief; equality cannot exist in the writing center. Graduate tutors will always have more institutional authority and more knowledge of composing, and graduate tutees will most likely possess greater knowledge about their subjects than their tutors. The inevitable inequality, though, does not mean that the graduate tutors and tutees cannot actively participate in the tutorials.

The Expert

Writing experts acknowledge that they have a greater understanding of the English language than other students. They often view themselves as others do. In effect, by perceiving themselves as experts, they also view themselves as authority. One responsibility of authority figures is to evaluate others. As Fishman states:

The core of the tutors' work will be to evaluate writing by learning to respond, primarily, to the whole piece of writing, studying the structure—overt or implicit—of a given piece; noting how the parts fit (or do not fit); what the support is and how it works; how the sentences move; how the language works; where the communication falters; where a hint of an idea emerges, pointing the way to what the writer may be trying to say. (90)

Because of tutors' ability to perform as such, tutees value and respect tutors' expertise of the language.

A problem may arise, however, when tutors communicate with students who are unfamiliar with academic discourse. Surprisingly, graduate tutors must confront this issue when tutoring first-year graduate students or ESL (English as a Second Language) students. Some scholars, such as Moore and Poppino, advise student-tutors to
[r]espect students’ regular language habits. Although those habits may not match yours, remember they will continue to be of prime importance to them in their neighborhood. Do not encourage students to forget their old language patterns, and learn the right way—standard English. Instead, encourage students to add standard English, which will be of use to them in academic situations, to their “regular” or everyday language, which will continue to be appropriate in other situations. (9)

While promoting language growth is mostly beneficial, Moore and Poppino argue that the university as institutional authority tries to hide cultural differences. However, graduate students especially need to learn academic discourse in order to succeed. (For a detailed discussion on academic discourse, see Chapter 2).

Yet, as experts, tutors forfeit the right to be peers with their tutees. Instead, Carol Peterson Haviland, Sherry Green, Barbara Kim Shields, and M. Todd Harper suggest that they become middle (wo)men; they belong somewhere between professors and student writers (50). Tutors are still writers, but during the sessions, expert-tutors attempt to become professional writing instructors (Mick 37). It is because of tutors’ authority and knowledge, according to Grimm, that writing center tutors “protect the status quo and withhold insider knowledge” (31). She believes that the university is unfair and that it produces inequalities among students (and faculty); thus, tutor-experts who represent the institution help to “protect” the university’s authority. Grimm also contends that the university prevents students from learning about white, middle-class American expectations, which thereby supports the division of classes. Moreover, the university system protects and uses writing center tutors to help protect institutional authority by making academic discourse inaccessible to students. Because of the exclusivity of authority held by intellectuals, Grimm argues that students form negative attitudes about learning and writing (31). In her opinion, the best alternative appears to be collaboration.
Theoretically, Grimm's assertion that writing center tutors specifically, and universities in general, safeguard authority and deny students accessibility to intellectualism seems possible, but after critically analyzing it I have found that I completely disagree with her allegation. First of all, according to Grimm it is the authority and knowledge that graduate students have accessed through the same university that "prevents" others from attaining "insider knowledge." How then do (graduate) tutors gain this knowledge if the university makes it inaccessible? Second, graduate students choose to continue their education and to learn specific disciplines' discourses to better themselves or to obtain better careers. If students prefer to use their normal discourse from their neighborhoods, they can do so outside the university. And third, because of their interest in composition studies and writing, graduate tutors (at least those whose focus is English) have (paid for) the expertise that they choose to share with other graduate students whose authority lies in other disciplines. By no means do graduate tutors withhold their experiences and knowledge from others. Rather, their job as experts is to help students gain a better understanding of academic learning and writing. Only the individual student can take responsibility for his or her learning during the graduate experience.

The Conversationalist

Tutors who choose to become conversationalists enter into composition and writing center discussions. This role is much more challenging than the other roles. To begin, Christina Murphy and Steve Sherwood recommend that tutors first become "aware of the ongoing professional conversation that contributes to defining writing center
practice” (qtd in Vandenberg 63). In essence, tutors need to read previous influential arguments and familiarize themselves with current composition and writing center scholarship. Reading the theories is not enough, but tutors need to consider how theory helps or can help their tutoring practice. At that point, graduate tutors are prepared to enter into dialogue with other scholars. Tutors who use theory in their practice are the voices of experience. Potentially, in discussions with other tutors and scholars, the dialogue can focus on those tensions that arise during tutorials and then elicit new theoretical groundwork for future composition studies.

As I have indicated throughout this chapter, from my tutoring experience I have formed a practice that works for me but still complies with university policies. From all of my research on writing center programs and theoretical background, I feel equipped to enter into the conversations, including those about the expectations tutors have of their tutees.

**Tutees’ Roles**

Regardless of what role the graduate tutors decide to take, they will have the opportunity to meet students from various educational backgrounds and cultures that affect their beliefs, attitudes, and writing styles and abilities. All of these students, however, are writers who seek an audience. And most students will be adult learners who take responsibility for their learning. Because most of these students are adults, graduate tutors may not have much difficulty convincing tutees to become active learners.
Writers

All tutees are writers whose reasons for visiting the writing center vary as much as their experiences. Some may meet with tutors to receive feedback on their editing needs. Other writers may schedule appointments during different stages of the writing process to talk about where their writing might lead them. Then again, some tutees might seek assistance with specific deficiencies, whereas others might seek an ally, someone who will make them feel comfortable and more confident about their writing abilities. Still, some may seek a peer, someone with whom they can discuss and learn more about their own topics. Yet, other students go to the writing center to talk with a writing expert who can help with their organization, fluidity, clarity, or coherence.

Although some writers, such as learning disabled students and basic writers, have special needs, the most common groups with whom graduate tutors will meet are average students and ESL students. Average students have already formed “basic” cognitive skills, but their writing still needs improvement. According to Robert F. Sommer in *Teaching Writing to Adults*, what differentiates average learners from “basic” learners is the stagnant cognitive development of the basic learner, which is demonstrated by the inability to conceptualize or construct ideas (25). At the graduate level students typically demonstrate exceptional cognitive abilities, one reason for their acceptance into graduate school. Likewise, ESL students frequently possess these cognitive abilities, but their basic language skills need to be developed further.
Adult Learners

In addition to being writers, graduate tutees are also adult learners. As opposed to the freshman composition students, graduate tutees are generally more concerned about their writing since they typically have higher educational aspirations. By and large, adults are more confident about their knowledge and their writing, and they have more determination than younger undergraduate students. Sommer states:

Further, adults have a better perspective about themselves in relation to others. They tend to be more giving, sympathetic, philosophical, and concerned with the motivations of others than adolescents. They have less of a tendency toward rebelliousness, sensuousness, self-indulgence, and competitiveness. They are generally more objective, stable, and dependable than adolescents" (Sommer 22).

Overall, adults have a more invested interest in their studies and will, more than likely, put more thought and effort into their compositions. Unlike many undergraduate students, adult tutees voluntarily visit the writing center, a measure of active learning.

Active Learners

Graduate tutors expect their tutees to be active, not passive, learners. Taking an active role in learning involves a consideration of what they learn, how they will learn it, and what uses they have for the knowledge they gain. Also, tutees need to reflect on how much they have learned and how they have been affected by what they have learned (Sommer 33). Therefore, when students take an active role in the writing center, they should consider what they want to learn from the sessions and communicate their needs to the graduate tutors. In “Writing Center Diagnosis,” North maintains that students need to “think about how they write” (43). Further, graduate tutees should consider how they would best learn how to improve their writing and what they are willing to do to improve
it. To demonstrate their active role in learning, students can ask questions and think aloud to examine the end to which their critical thinking leads them (Almasy 14).

First and foremost, students should be able to paraphrase their papers’ purposes and requirements. If applicable, tutees should bring a copy of their assignment to the appointment. Sometimes students misinterpret or misunderstand an assignment and need help making sense of it.

Other practices that tutors can follow to make certain that tutees do not become passive include putting the paper closer to the student, having the student read the paper aloud, and having the student talk (Brooks 3-4). Simply by placing the paper “physically closer” to the student reminds tutees that they are responsible for their paper and that they are the authors, or owners, of it. Also, when students read the entire paper or sections of a longer paper aloud, they see and hear their own words. When they listen to tutors read, they have the opportunity to daydream. They should also hold a pencil during the session, to make any corrections or add any additional thoughts to the draft (3). As Almasy states, students need to “exert time and effort to improve skills once problem areas have been identified” (13). Lastly, active learners should do most of the talking and thinking aloud.

As indicated earlier, some of the graduates I tutor at first expect me to “fix” their papers. These students are mostly passive learners. While the image of the passive student brings to mind the typical freshman composition student, some graduates act similarly. More often than not, though, graduate students actively participate in the tutorials without any coercion. Faculty members, however, could help change the
perception of the center as a fix-it shop by speaking to their students about the benefits of seeking an outside audience.

**Faculty Members' Roles**

Faculty members play an important role in writing center tutoring. Many instructors, even English professors, still regard the writing center as a free service, fix-it shop. The problem lies in the communication about the service that the center provides. The change from product-centered pedagogy to student-centered pedagogy in composition was not relayed to professors from other disciplines. Since faculty members are the backbone of the center, interdepartmental communication needs to occur for the purpose of writing center survival and growth. Faculty need to understand the benefits the center has to offer them and their students.

**The Backbone**

Freshman composition courses generate most of the business for the undergraduate writing center, but what courses support the graduate service? Generally, professors of all disciplines promote the notion of seeking an audience. Together, all graduate departments form the backbone of the graduate writing center. The more aware faculty are about the actual services and benefits provided by the writing center, the more likely they will recommend that their students visit. Faculty members' writing assignments and their encouragement lead graduate students to utilize the program.

Faculty members benefit from the graduate tutoring services that provide workshops for faculty and classes, save faculty's precious time, and enable students to produce better
quality papers that faculty have to grade. Many writing centers offer faculty or whole-
class workshops based on professors' needs. For example, at Montana State University,
discussion topics may be as general as the organization or structure of students'
documents or as specific as MLA formatting issues. However, while many professors do
not take advantage of this service, they still benefit from the time that tutors spend with
their students. Although many instructors would like to spend more one-on-one time
with their students, logistically they are unable to do so. Faculty members can encourage
students who need additional one-on-one writing instruction to meet with a graduate
tutor. Some instructors are unaware of the assistance that graduate tutors have offered:
they may assume that the tutees merely write better than other students. Yet, without
many faculty members' knowledge, some papers undergo a thorough examination in the
writing center before instructors read and grade them.

However, confusion about the service may cause some concern from faculty
members. One common cause for their apprehension is the concept of peer collaboration.
Because the term implies that two or more people work together to produce a project or
paper, some professors fear that their students will submit plagiarized material. Molly
Wingate, author of "What Line? I Didn't See Any Line," insists, "Tutoring programs
gain the trust of faculty members with productive sessions that are writer- and process-
centered. Not crossing the line egregiously maintains that important trust" (14).
Moreover, Patricia Teel Bates's article, "The Public-Relations Circle," suggests that clear
communication between writing centers and different departments can assure each that
"their attitudes, philosophies, and positions will be respected. [Faculty members] also
need to know that lab tutors will not compose for the students or intentionally undermine classroom instruction in any way” (209).

Basically, graduate tutors need to keep instructors informed about the services offered. They can distribute various flyers or pamphlets to professors at the beginning of each semester to keep them up to date with any changes (see Appendix B). Also, tutors can meet with individual instructors to ascertain their expectations of students’ papers. Professors should also have the opportunity to voice their needs and concerns via questionnaires or email. The existence of the graduate writing program depends on the faculty members who have the power and influence to keep the program running.

Authority

Faculty ability to influence their students illustrates their authority over them. As a result, writing centers become more appealing to students who can speak with a “peer” instead of a judge. While graduate students may not feel as threatened or intimidated by their professors as undergraduates are, they will not respond to an instructor’s questioning as they would a tutor’s. In “Authority and Initiation,” Jacob S. Blumner states, “the faculty member has a different responsibility to the student when responding to a text. It becomes an ethical gray area when a faculty member considers how much guidance to give a student” (41). Any professor who conferences with students understands the dilemma concerning how much direction students should be given, especially when the need is substantial. The faculty member’s role as evaluator and grader further compounds the issue (41). Thus, graduate tutors, although sometimes
perceived as authority figures, provide a positive alternative to the potentially daunting professor.

Writing Center Administrators' Roles

Although writing center administrators' specific duties differ, some of their functions are similar. While they have many other responsibilities, their main roles involve writing center planning and tutor training. They are in charge of implementing the changes in the program and informing others about them. Typically, the administrators are also part of the English Department, but the College of Graduate Studies may oversee the tutors.

The Planner

One of the administrators' responsibilities is to plan the work for graduate tutors to perform and the ways to meet the needs of tutees and faculty members. To determine the function that they want tutors to perform, administrators must consider composition and writing center theories. Also, they must take into account what materials the tutors will need to assist their tutees in the best possible manner. Such materials may include an MLA Style Manual, an APA Style Publication Manual, a Chicago Style Manual, and any university-specific guides for theses or dissertations. In regards to the ways administrators can plan to meet the needs of others, they must first understand what those needs are. Once determined, the administrators must design ways to implement the plan.

The Trainer

After hiring graduate tutors, writing center administrators should train them, by acquainting them with the writing center policies, goals, and services. A writing center
manual that highlights the university’s and center’s policies and expectations of the tutors prevents tutors from having to make assumptions about their role in the center. Other materials that can help with training are tutoring manuals that provide examples of typical tutorials and of ways to handle difficult tutoring sessions. Further, administrators should prepare staff meetings and impromptu discussions to discuss any changes in the program, new methods of tutoring, ways to manage problem students, or complaints from students or faculty (Bates 211). (For more information on training, see Chapter 4 under the subheading Tutor Training.)

Other roles of the writing center administrator may include designing and maintaining the graduate tutoring program. Nevertheless, because many graduate tutors’ job descriptions include these duties, Chapter 4 will discuss these tasks in detail.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the writing center administrator plays a crucial role in enhancing the center’s reputation by organizing a system to provide a better quality service to more students. As is the case at Montana State University, the first graduate tutors often have also been the graduate writing center administrators (GWCAs) who have designed much of the graduate tutoring program. Those tutors and their successors are then responsible for maintaining the program by continuing to meet faculty and student needs and facilitating more tutorials and workshops to increase the clientele. While the program can be manipulated at any point, the design should be well thought out before its implementation.

**Design**

While each graduate writing center program requires GWCAs to perform university-specific responsibilities, all GWCAs must perform some of the same duties. They must first discover the needs of the faculty and students, develop a means to provide the assistance, and efficiently publicize the services to potential clientele. Once they have developed the plans and advertised the service, the administrators must execute the developed plans. After GWCAs have designed the program, they must determine how to maintain the program, a task that can prove to be complex considering GWCAs typically hold their position for only a year or two. But first, I will address the tutors’ responsibility of determining others’ needs.
Realizing Needs

Discovering faculty members' and students' needs involves active listening, a skill tutors should have already mastered. Since many GWCAs are English graduate students, they can begin by asking the English department faculty what they expect of their graduate student writers and of the tutoring program. Because the expectations differ from department to department (and professor to professor), by talking with the graduate office and faculty from various disciplines, tutors can identify other needs. Instead, GWCAs may decide to create formal questionnaires or memoranda that directly ask faculty what services they would like the writing center to offer (see Appendix A: Questionnaire 1). This strategy is much simpler in reaching a wide audience than talking with individual students or professors. While it is also less personal, GWCAs are likely to get more honest responses from the anonymous questionnaires.

GWCAs may also realize their potential clientele's needs anywhere on campus. Talking to fellow graduate students in seminars, hallways, or in the student union building could help administrators determine students' tutoring needs. With professors' approval, GWCAs may also distribute questionnaires to whole classes. These questionnaires ask similar questions and offer the same anonymity as those filled out by faculty (see Appendix A: Questionnaire 2).

Administrators can benefit significantly from their communications with faculty and students. To begin, GWCAs can make contacts with faculty who can prove to be main advocates of a graduate tutoring program. This faculty group could promote the program and indirectly create the need for more tutors and more funding. Also, other faculty members or students may inform GWCAs of expectations and needs that the
administrators had not considered. Furthermore, by talking with others about the program, GWCAs can help inform others about what types of tutoring GWCAs plan to provide, which can save GWCAs time and effort during the publicizing stage. And finally, when the program plans have been implemented, faculty and students with whom the administrators had communicated will feel more connected to the writing center, especially if the graduate tutors can meet their personal needs. However, before GWCAs can meet any expectations, they need to develop a plan.

**Developing Plans**

The next stage of designing a graduate tutoring program involves developing a means to meet the needs of faculty and students. One of the first steps of planning is to define the writing center’s mission. While keeping the mission in mind to avoid any contradictions, administrators can define the role that tutors, tutees, and faculty will play in the center (see Chapter 3 for detailed descriptions of the various roles). After these decisions have been made, GWCAs can consider staffing and scheduling needs.

In order to begin developing plans for the program, GWCAs must realize the faculty and student needs and then consider which ones they can feasibly meet. Many people have preconceived notions about writing centers and tutoring. Depending on how much GWCAs are willing to satisfy others’ needs, these conceptualized notions can help determine the role the writing center will play in the university (or limit its role) and the types of services it will provide.

For instance, if all parties agree that the center should provide grammar instruction, then the center will become an editing service. Yet, most funding departments will not
agree to such a service. Instead, administrators may decide that the center should be a collaborative learning environment. The Claremont Graduate University Writing Center clarifies its role by reminding students and faculty that the act of writing is a process. Moreover, CGU evokes the nurturer image when it labels its center as a “supportive environment.” The Writing Center also states that tutors “encourage collaboration, communication, and student-centered education.” CGU’s center labels itself and defines its goals and purposes to limit misunderstandings. While graduate writing centers’ mission statements often differ, most agree that the center is a collaborative learning environment. Penn State University’s Writing Center invites graduate students to collaboratively discuss their writing endeavors. Their goals are “to generate productive feedback about specific projects and to improve students’ writing and critical thinking abilities in general.” This center’s purpose extends far beyond editing compositions.

Once the center’s mission statement is finalized, GWCAs must decide on staff titles. Most writing centers of late, including Penn State University, have chosen the title Graduate Writing Consultant (GWC). The name suggests that the people doing the consulting are experts in writing. Irene Clark has chosen the title GWC for her Writing Center at the University of Southern California because it evokes a “professional image appropriate to the professional aspirations of many of the students” (Writing 102). Yet, from this title, tutees may imagine that during their consultations the GWC will instruct them how to “fix” their papers to achieve success. Moreover, some mission statements conflict with the tutor’s title. For example, PSU calls their tutors GWCs, but also promotes a collaborative learning environment.
An alternative title for tutors is Graduate Writing Assistant (GWA), which indicates that the people performing the tutoring are not the experts. Instead, the students whom the GWAs assist are the experts; the GWAs' job is to help students with their writing. Students and faculty, however, could again view the center as a remedial shop, since typically, assistants prepare and fix specifics upon instruction from authority. Giving this title to the tutors transfers the authority from the institution's employees to the writers.

The failsafe is to call tutors Graduate Writing Tutors (GWTs). Unfortunately, the image of tutors is very similar to that of GWCs. Tutors from other disciplines, such as math and science or even literacy tutors, are perceived to possess the answers. While GWTs may know how to correct grammatical errors and may see better ways to express ideas, they do not know clear-cut answers to writing deficiencies. Thus, unless the writing center focuses on proofreading and editing, they may choose a different title.

For those centers that claim collaborative learning as their means or ends of tutoring, an alternative is to employ Peer Tutors. As noted in Chapter 3, peer tutors identify with tutees and share in the learning process. The reason that writing centers may choose other titles for their tutors is to avoid having to explain the meaning of peer tutoring. Many faculty members confuse collaboration with plagiarism, and assigning tutors other titles only evades professors' concerns and may even intensify their uneasiness. Instead, their doubts should be addressed at the very start of the program to prevent growing suspicions of a hidden agenda.

Of the titles listed above and for the purposes of the writing center, the most suitable title is Graduate Writing Tutor. GWTs educate other students about the composing process. Also, they know writing strategies and techniques in addition to the expected
answers about grammatical errors. Until writing center administrators come up with another, more appropriate title, GWT should suffice.

Once the writing center's role and tutors' titles have been decided upon, GWCAs must attend to staffing and scheduling needs. Regardless of faculty and student needs, the average tutoring assistantship requires graduate tutors to work no more than twenty hours a week so that they can attend to their own coursework. Administrators can meet the others' needs by appropriately scheduling for busier times; most seminar assignments are due at the end of the semester, and theses and dissertations must be completed several weeks before the last week of classes. Also, graduate papers are considerably longer than most undergraduate assignments; therefore, GWCAs need to take that into account when scheduling.

Publicizing

The next stage of the design process is publicity. Besides sending questionnaires and memoranda to faculty regarding the new graduate tutoring program, GWCAs will need to do additional publicizing. Posting flyers and brochures are simple, effective ways to inform faculty and graduate students from all disciplines about the service. Campus media provides alternative venues for advertising as well.

One of the most recommended ways of publicizing the program is to talk with faculty and students on campus. One means of doing this is by sending memoranda to professors about the service and asking them to announce to their graduate classes that the service is available. Another advertising method involves asking faculty and students to complete questionnaires periodically to reevaluate their needs and to remind them
about the free service offered on campus. In “A Writing Center without a WAC Program: The De Facto WAC Center/Writing Center,” Muriel Harris suggests:

Initiating contact with faculty, [and] responding to faculty contacts for help make faculty more aware of the center and more likely to refer their students to the center. And when a Writing Center builds a strong constituency among the faculty across campus, the center builds a strong base of support that helps it grow and prosper. (95)

In addition, GWCAs can create flyers and brochures to distribute around campus (see Appendix B). The best way to reach a wide audience is to greet new graduate students at orientation meetings and provide each with a brochure. Flyers can also be posted in classrooms and hallways, on bulletin boards and tables, and in the student union building, library, graduate studies office, and graduate departments. In “Beyond the Basics: Expanded Uses of Writing Labs,” George Hayhoe further recommends mailing brochures or displaying them in the campus bookstore and counseling center (247).

To further heighten the program’s publicity, GWCAs should consider advertising through campus media. The newspaper typically offers free or inexpensive advertising for campus-related services. Also, many times newsletters are distributed to the tenants of graduate housing facilities, an ideal audience. Other options include advertising on the campus radio station, on television, in staff bulletins, or in college catalogs and handbooks (Bates 211). Another viable option is to create a website with links to the writing center, the English department, and the university. If the funding is available, a more expensive option is to create and distribute bookmarks or calendars to the graduate student population. As soon as the GWCAs choose how to publicize the service, then they need to follow through on those promises they make in their advertisements.
Executing Plans

After GWCAs inform faculty and the student community about the program and its services, the next step is to execute the developed plans. At this point, workshopping becomes the best outreach activity for the center. According to Hayhoe, a benefit of providing workshops is an “increased awareness among students of the existence of the lab and its willingness to help them, a kind of public relations that even the best brochures and advertisements cannot match” (248). Tutors need to provide the same services they offer in workshops during their individualized instructions.

Workshopping for students or faculty can be as general or as specific as GWCAs want. Hayhoe states, “Sessions on grammar and other mechanical aspects of writing, stages of the composing process, and types of writing such as essay examinations and letters of application can prove very popular” (247). Other session topics could focus on writing prospectuses, proposals, abstracts, and resumes. Another method of workshopping could include providing interdisciplinary sessions, specializing in common concerns of selected departments, such as APA formatting. This way, those disciplines outside liberal arts will also have some exposure to composition topics that interest or concern them. Hayhoe upholds, “The lectures can include topics such as methods of research-paper documentation, strategies for essay examinations, preparation of technical reports, writing theses and dissertations, and many other subjects” (248). Furthermore, workshops should be limited to about a dozen students to allow for students to receive some individual attention. If possible, writing tutors from disciplines other than English should be employed by the writing center. These students may be more qualified to assist
their classmates, since they are typically more familiar with their home department’s expectations for papers (and normal discourse).

In addition to providing workshops, graduate tutors need to provide the services during the individualized instruction. Then they have the opportunity to perform the role GWCAs chose for them during the planning stage: Graduate Writing Consultant, Graduate Writing Assistant, Graduate Writing Tutor, or Peer Tutor. For example, if the center’s goal is to create a collaborative learning environment, tutees and peer tutors alike should create a comfortable environment where each learns through dialogue.

Executing the plans for the program is perhaps the best advertisement for the graduate service. By demonstrating graduate tutors’ ability to successfully provide the services that are needed and expected, the program should see a growth in clientele and in the number of tutoring sessions. Because most Master’s programs are two years, student needs may change often, and therefore, the program may need to modify the services it provides to meet those needs. Thus, administrators must consider how they and their successors will continue to manage the program.

Maintenance

Efficiently maintaining a successful program becomes complex when graduate tutors are also responsible for the program administration. Unlike writing center coordinators for undergraduate programs whose positions are permanent, the graduate tutoring position is short-term. Tutors spend a great deal of time training for their position and determining effective ways to run the program. Before they know it, they have to pass their responsibilities on to a new GWCA. Graduate administrators can help train their
successors and save them time by continuously evaluating the program and by making notes on and reporting effective procedures.

Program Assessment

To begin the maintenance process administrators should assess the successes and failures of the program. To make a complete assessment, GWCAs should evaluate themselves as tutors and as administrators. As tutors, after each session they should rate themselves on their active listening and facilitating skills. Other concerns they might have are whether the student left feeling more confident about writing or more confused. Who did most of the talking during the session? Did the tutee leave with some direction? GWCAs can use the evaluations to determine what areas need improvement.

Also, tutors should either formally or informally rate their own administrative strategies. Questions they can ask themselves include: Have I notified all faculty members about the program? Have I notified graduate students from all disciplines about the program? Have I asked them for their input? Have I listened to and considered their suggestions? Any self-evaluation will improve the program since administrators first need to realize what skills they need to develop before they can improve them.

After evaluating themselves, GWCAs can request evaluations from faculty and tutees (see Appendix C: Evaluations 1 and 2). In “The Public-Relations Circle,” Patricia Teel Bates states, “As in other communication processes, evaluation will come largely through feedback from the various segments of the lab’s audience […]. Those using lab services will likely provide suggestions informally from day to day. A more formal appraisal can be solicited through questionnaires, surveys, and professional consultation”
Students could be asked to rate the tutor's knowledge of writing issues, listening skills, or openness to questions. GWCAs should also ask tutees whether they find the tutors' comments helpful, if their expectations were met, and if they were satisfied with the session in general. Through the evaluation process, those tutees who are not satisfied and do not benefit from the service can voice their opinions and provide suggestions for improvement.

The ongoing program assessment will enable GWCAs to establish a guide to rate their performance as tutors and administrators. To help tutoring successors, Susan Glassman's "Tutor Training on a Shoestring" recommends that GWCAs "keep a log of successful tutoring strategies. These could include a way of explaining a concept, an approach to a student’s problem, or a method of teaching a writing skill" (128). Keeping detailed notes of successful tutoring and administrative techniques can save the next graduate tutor a significant amount of time.

**Tutor Training**

GWCAs should introduce composition and writing center theories, the center's policies and procedures, resources, and tutoring techniques to the newly hired tutors before any tutoring occurs. At the University of Southern California, "Training consists of a wide variety of approaches: role-playing, discussion, paper diagnosis, modeling, and exposure to composition and learning theory" (Clark Writing 100). Familiarizing new graduate tutors with their position can empower them with the knowledge that will enable them to provide the best service possible. Instead of going through a *training* process, Bruffee contends that graduate tutors need to become involved in what he calls "each
other’s intellectual, academic, and social development” (qtd in Fishman 88). In other words, the tutors share their knowledge with each other through dialogue before they begin working with tutees. *Training* is a continuous process made possible with a university-specific writing center manual. Susan Glassman states in “Tutor Training on a Shoestring,” “Compiling this material into a handbook saves time, saves endless repetition of the same material as each new tutor arrives, provides each tutor with the same information [...], gives tutors an overview of the program before they begin tutoring, and furnishes tutors with a guide that they can refer to throughout the semester” (125).

Besides role-playing and reading theories, tutors can participate in team tutoring (Glassman 126). In this activity, the new tutor observes how the experienced graduate tutor facilitates sessions. Tutors can learn strategies and can see how difficult situations are handled professionally. After observing a few sessions, the new tutor joins in the dialogue, offering suggestions and asking questions. The next step for the new tutor is to facilitate the session while the experienced tutor observes and only intervenes if the session goes awry. After each consultation, the graduate tutors should discuss what strategies they used, what went well, and what could have been done differently to achieve better results. The dialogue created between the tutors will “promote intellectual growth” (Bruffee’s terminology) for both graduate students.

New tutors can perform other activities when other tutors are not available. Glassman proposes “taking a writing diagnostic test, brushing up on grammar, becoming acquainted with the handouts, watching some [...] audiovisual materials, reading books on writing theory and on working with unprepared students, and practicing responses to
student essays " (125). The graduate tutors' predecessors should have organized the materials so that these resources are readily accessible. GWCA should also train new graduate tutors how to maintain writing center attendance records and what statistical data to record.

Reports: Keeping Records and Disseminating Information

Maintaining records of the graduate tutoring program can help graduate administrators determine the current needs of their target audience. They can use the statistical data to determine future needs as well. Moreover, disseminating the information to employing departments helps everyone plan for future needs.

Collecting data concerning the graduate students who attend the writing center provides GWCA with the tools to understand their tutees' needs (see Appendix A: Questionnaire 3). The main data to analyze are the number of students who visit the center and the tutees' major disciplines of study. This information indicates the types of services the center should be most prepared to offer. For example, if the majority of the graduate tutees are from biology, the graduate tutors should become more familiar with APA style of formatting or with writing lab reports than with MLA style or writing essays. However, tutors should familiarize themselves with both of these formats and types of writing to better satisfy all of their clientele.

Also important to the GWCA are the number of times each tutee comes to the writing center and the actual amount of time the tutor spends with each student. This information allows the GWCA to measure, analyze, and evaluate the students' needs and the program's strengths and weaknesses. Instead of counting students who visit the
center, GWCAs should add up the total number of actual tutoring sessions that were held since some students return several times throughout a semester. Possibly even more important, GWCAs should collect specific data on the actual amount of time the tutors spend with each student, an indicator of how much the center is in demand. Keeping daily accounts of the sessions can help to simplify the process of writing a semester report or end of the year report.

The types of writing deficiencies or anxieties that tutees have also could be analyzed. Asking tutees to complete self-evaluations prior to their appointments not only provides tutors with some background information about the students, but also indicates what skills they lack. GWCAs can determine students' specific needs by compiling all of their information together. According to Jon Jonz and Jeanette Harris, “Daily records provide not only this type of specific information but also a long-term, day-by-day reflection of lab utilization, thus enabling the director to see what patterns, if any, exist in the types and numbers of students who come to the center over a period of time” (221).

Administrators then can formulate a plan to meet those needs. GWCAs are able to develop plans for the program's future with well-collected data. Having information readily available allows administrators to make true projections about the program's staffing and scheduling needs.

Additional data can be collected on the actual time tutors spend with each student and the actual time they spend preparing for the session, reading entire theses or researching specific issues. Other preparation time can also be computed in with the actual amount of time a tutor spends with students to provide a more accurate total for the average time spent with the tutees. Moreover, tutors should keep a log of any additional
research they do and indicate the resources they found useful. From the log GWCAs can determine the types of resources and handouts the center should provide in the future.

Besides the information that administrators find valuable for themselves, employing departments find statistics useful when determining whether or not more funding or labor is necessary. Disseminated data such as the tutor-student ratio prove to be beneficial in determining the number of tutors to hire. This ratio can be calculated by dividing the total hours assigned to tutors by the actual number of hours they spent tutoring. For example, if two graduate tutors are assigned a total of forty hours a week, and each has five one-hour appointments (totaling ten hours), then to find the ratio the GWCA would divide forty by ten, which equals four. According to Jonz and Harris, "For a writing center whose emphasis is on individual tutoring assistance, the best average ratio is between 1 to 2.4 and 1 to 2.7" (220). Therefore, when looking only at the number of hours tutors actually spend tutoring, administrators could justify cutting hours because the center appears to be critically overstaffed. However, other time factors, like time spent researching and time spent preparing for the sessions, should also be accounted for when employers use statistics to determine staffing needs for the graduate tutoring program. Thus, if the tutors spent a total of fifteen hours preparing for their sessions, fifteen should be added to the ten hours they spent tutoring to total twenty-five hours. Then, to find the ratio the GWCA would divide forty by twenty-five, equaling 1.6. This ratio falls in the range of Jonz and Harris's best average ratio, which indicates that the writing center is adequately staffed. Even if the ratio is above the best average ratio, administrators must be cautious not to exploit their graduate tutors. As noted previously, most universities require graduate tutors to work no more than twenty hours per week.
GWCAs should prepare an end of the year report that accurately illustrates the graduate program’s performance for that year. If administrators thoroughly maintain records throughout the year, they can simply put together the information for other readers who may have had no immediate connection with the program. Clarity and accuracy of the data is crucial since the information could determine the future of the program. Reports may also prove useful in future public relations. GWCAs can use any successes to promote the center and the program. Analyzing student demographics over a period of time can prove to be useful; any increase in tutoring services that are provided to a certain group of students can be used to demonstrate how valuable the center is to that group. From the publicized accomplishments, other graduate students and faculty may consider, and then discover, how effective the center can be for them as well.

Regardless of the stage of program design or maintenance, all GWCAs like graduate tutors should remain up to date on composition and writing center scholarship. Much of the current writing center scholarship focuses on administrative aspects of the center, which might provide some guidance for GWCAs. As I discussed in the Introduction, many theorists express their disappointments with the direction in which the scholarship is heading. I would argue though that the theorists are not to blame; their contributions may not benefit theory but they do help practitioners. Instead, publishers and editors should redirect their journals’ focus to theoretical discourse.

My purpose here has been to provide graduate writing tutors with a starting point for further research. The writing center has the potential to be exciting and enlightening as well as educational. Understanding the history of the Writing Center and the theories that
have guided the tutoring practice enables graduate tutors to (re)negotiate their position and their practice.

Since I began tutoring graduate students, I have faced some obstacles. When I began, as the only graduate writing tutor, I had to negotiate the meanings of various theories on my own. Fortunately, I had already taken a graduate course in Composition Theory and felt mildly acclimated to the discourse. If I had not chosen to write my thesis on graduate tutoring, though, I would not have read as much theory as I have. Yet having a theory-based knowledge makes me feel more at ease in the writing center and with tutees.

One of the biggest problems that I have had to face as a graduate writing tutor has been confronting students about what role I play in the writing center. As I noted in Chapter Three, many students expect a free editing service from the center. No matter how often the mission is stated, some students cannot comprehend it. Some repeatedly ask me to “fix” their grammar. What I have told them is that if their grammar interrupts the fluency or causes confusion, I will help them learn how to correct the sentence or paragraph. Or, if they consistently make the same mistakes, I will teach them the “rule.” Besides not having access to a free editor, most students find the service useful.

As for the design and maintenance of the program, I have learned quite a bit. Most of the difficulties I have faced have been transitioning into the position. Since MSU’s graduate tutoring program is only in its second year, the design is/was fairly flexible. I met with my predecessor prior to the fall term, and we discussed the expectations and the problems I might face. From there, I was in charge of setting up an appointment to meet
with my employing department to ascertain what its expectations were of me. Even then, the program planning and administration were my responsibility.

Some tutors may find that the planning and administrative aspects of their position appeal to them more than tutoring itself. This is not to say that they will not find tutoring to be pleasurable though. Meeting students from different cultural backgrounds and reading theses from disciplines as varied as economics, health and human development, nursing, and electrical engineering can be incredibly rewarding. Tutors can discover the excitement of helping students understand that writing is a process, showing them how to improve their own papers, and teaching them to become independent writers.
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QUESTIONNAIRE 1: ASSESSING FACULTY NEEDS

1. Do you have any particular questions or concerns about your students’ writing, in general?

2. What aspects of writing do your graduate students have difficulty with? (Check any that apply.)

   - Understanding the assignment
   - Coming up with a satisfactory claim
   - Developing support for the claim
   - Organization
   - Maintaining clarity
   - Generating the necessary grammatical structures and/or cohesion
   - Anticipating reader expectations
   - Citing sources
   - Other (Explain)

3. If the university provided free writing assistance to graduate students, would you recommend that they take advantage of the service? Why or why not?

4. What would make a graduate writing program successful?

   - Employing graduates from various disciplines so that tutors would be familiar with the subject
   - Employing experienced writing tutors
   - Employing English graduate students
   - Being open for drop-in appointments
   - Offering assistance with seminar papers
   - Offering assistance with professional papers, theses, and dissertations
   - Offering assistance with lab reports, proposals, abstracts, and prospectuses
QUESTIONNAIRE 2: ASSESSING STUDENT NEEDS

1. Do you have any particular questions or concerns about writing, in general?

2. What aspects of writing do you have difficulty with? (Check any that apply.)

   _____ Understanding the assignment
   _____ Coming up with a satisfactory claim
   _____ Developing support for my claim
   _____ Organization
   _____ Maintaining clarity
   _____ Generating the necessary grammatical structures and/or cohesion
   _____ Anticipating reader expectations
   _____ Citing sources
   _____ Other (Explain)

3. If the university provided free writing assistance to graduate students, would you take advantage of the service? Why or why not?

4. What would make a graduate writing program successful?

   _____ Employing graduates from various disciplines so that my tutor would be familiar with my subject
   _____ Employing experienced writing tutors
   _____ Employing English graduate students
   _____ Being open for drop-in appointments
   _____ Offering assistance with seminar papers
   _____ Offering assistance with professional papers, theses, and dissertations
   _____ Offering assistance with lab reports, proposals, abstracts, and prospectuses
QUESTIONNAIRE 3: INTAKE

Please complete the following questionnaire for the Graduate Writing Tutor (GWT). When you complete this form, please return it to the Writing Center office.

Name ____________________________ Date ______________________
Department __________________________ Course Title ___________________________

1. How many times have you met with the GWT? ______ When was the last time you met with the GWT? _________

2. What is your paper assignment? (Please bring a copy of the assignment sheet with you to your consultation.)

3. What is the focus of your paper? Please summarize your position within the paper.

4. Who is your intended audience?

5. What style are you supposed to follow? (Circle one) MLA APA Other ______

6. Do you have any particular questions or concerns about your paper?

7. Do you have any particular questions about writing, in general?

8. With what aspect of your paper are you most happy?

9. What things hindered you from putting out a draft that is satisfactory to you? (Check any that apply.)
   ___ Understanding the assignment
   ___ Coming up with a satisfactory claim
   ___ Developing support for my claim
   ___ Organization
   ___ Maintaining clarity
   ___ Generating the necessary grammatical structures and/or cohesion elements
   ___ Anticipating reader expectations
   ___ Citing sources
   ___ Other (Explain)

10. What do you need the most help with in your session with the GWT? (If there are specific sections that you would like me to focus on, note them here.)
Graduate Tutoring Services
MSU Writing Center

The MSU Writing Center offers free one-on-one writing assistance to graduate students from all disciplines. The purpose of this service is to meet specific and individual writing needs of Master’s and Doctoral students.

Assistance is available for:

- paper proposals and/or abstracts
- grant or project proposals
- research results or lab reports
- seminar papers
- theses, dissertations, or professional papers
- letters of application or other such documentation required for internships or job applications

For more information about the services provided by the Writing Center, or to make an appointment with the Graduate Writing Tutor, call the MSU Writing Center at 994-5315.
GRADUATE TUTORING SERVICES

FREE one-on-one writing assistance to graduate students from all disciplines!

Assistance is available for the following: paper proposals and/or abstracts; grant or project proposals; research results or lab reports; seminar papers; theses, dissertations, or professional papers; and letters of application or other such documentation required for internships or job applications.

For more information or to make an appointment, call the MSU Writing Center at 994-5315 OR email the GWT at writingcenter@montana.english.edu.
About the Program

The MSU Writing Center has offered free peer tutoring services to undergraduates since 1983. Based on expressed demand, the College of Graduate Studies allocated funds, beginning with the 2000-01 academic year, to extend similar services to graduate level students.

In conjunction with the English Department, a graduate assistantship was established to attend to both the administrative and tutoring duties of this new program.

The service is designed to offer graduate students in all disciplines the opportunity to receive personalized writing assistance in collaboration with a trained graduate level consultant. Such assistance is available for all written work graduate students are expected to complete as a component of their program.

Assistance is available for:

- paper proposals and/or abstracts
- grant or project proposals
- research results or lab reports
- seminar papers
- theses, dissertations, or professional papers
- letters of application or other such documentation required for internships or job applications

Class-wide or small group workshops are also available through the program. These will be organized based on specific concerns of the instructor, the department, or class members.

Remember that requirements of professors and the College of Graduate Studies take precedence over tutoring advice.

The Writing Center is located in Wilson Hall 1-108

Graduate Tutoring Services Guide

For an appointment, call the Writing Center at 994-5315
How does a typical session work?

Consultation sessions typically last one hour depending on the nature of the writing under examination. You will spend this time discussing any writing related questions you may have as well as addressing concerns raised during the session. You may visit the writing center at any time during your writing process.

The graduate writing tutor (GWT) will work with you regarding any specific issues you have with your work, from logical organization and cogency to paragraph structure or widespread grammatical concerns. You are expected to be an active participant during your session.

It is important to realize that the GWT will not provide simple proofreading services. The goal of the program is not to provide a free editor, but rather to help you improve your writing generally and address larger concerns regarding specific assignments. Be certain to have ample time to complete revisions after your appointment.

You should leave your session with constructive input about your writing project and confidence in your writing process.

How do I make an appointment?

To schedule a one-hour session, call the Writing Center at 994-5315 or drop by the office in Wilson Hall, Room 1-108 during normal business hours. If the established schedule is incompatible with your own, alternative scheduling is possible.

Please be aware that demand for sessions might be high, especially near the end of the semester. Call as early as possible to ensure a convenient session time.

How do I prepare for a session?

Depending on the length of your paper, you may be required to drop off a copy at the Writing Center several days in advance. You will be asked to fill out a questionnaire that will help the GWT determine your strengths and weaknesses in writing generally and the project specifically.

Generally, you should bring a copy of your assignment and your paper to the appointment. If applicable, you should also bring any research notes you have taken, comments you have already received from professors, questions or concerns about your writing, and/or any other pertinent information.

You should plan to take notes of the feedback generated as the session progresses. Additionally, come with any specific questions you have.
APPENDIX C

EVALUATIONS
FACULTY EVALUATION

Please complete the following evaluation.
Name ____________________________ Date __________________
Department _______________________

1. Prior to receiving this questionnaire, were you aware that the university offers a graduate tutoring service? Yes No

2. a. Have you advised undergraduate students to seek assistance from the Writing Center? Yes No

   b. When was the last time you sent a student to the Writing Center? ____ N/A
      _____ 1-6 days ago _____ 1-4 weeks ago _____ 1-3 months ago
      _____ 4-6 months ago _____ 7-12 months ago _____ over a year ago

   c. What qualities were lacking in these students’ (or others’) writing?
      _____ organization _____ clarity _____ coherence _____ voice
      _____ proper grammar _____ other (please explain)

3. Have you advised graduate students to seek assistance from the Writing Center? Yes No

4. Seminar Professors
   a. On average, how many writing assignments do your graduate students have during a semester? _____ 0 _____ 1-2 _____ 3-4 _____ 5+

   b. On average, what is the page requirement of the assignments? _____ N/A
      _____ 1-5 _____ 6-10 _____ 11-15 _____ 16-20 _____ 21+

   c. Are you satisfied with the quality of your graduate students’ writing?

   d. What qualities do their papers lack?
      _____ organization _____ clarity _____ coherence _____ voice
      _____ proper grammar _____ other (please explain)

5. a. Are you on a graduate committee? Yes No

   b. Are you satisfied with the quality of the graduate students’ writing?

6. In the future, will you advise your graduate students to seek assistance from the Writing Center? Yes No

7. How can the graduate writing tutor specifically help you?

8. If you would like the graduate writing tutor to contact you about the services offered, please attach your contact information.
TUTEE EVALUATION

Please complete the following evaluation. When you complete this form, please return it to the Writing Center office.

Name ________________________________ Date _______________

Department __________________________ Course Title __________________________

1. How did you learn about the graduate tutoring services at MSU? __________________

2. For what type of assignment did you receive tutoring?

   ____ Paper proposal or abstract       ____ Dissertation
   ____ Grant or project proposal       ____ Professional paper
   ____ Research results or lab reports ____ Letter of application
   ____ Seminar paper                  ____ Resume
   ____ Thesis                         ____ Other ________________

3. How many pages was your (average) paper? ______

4. How many times have you met with the Graduate Writing Tutor? ______

5. Please rate the following:
   (1 = poor, 2 = average, 3 = excellent)
   ____ Overall effectiveness of session
   ____ Tutor’s knowledge of writing issues
   ____ Tutor’s listening skills
   ____ Tutor’s openness to questions
   ____ Helpfulness of comments
   ____ Expectations met
   ____ Overall satisfaction of session

6. In what ways has your writing improved as a result of the session(s)?

7. What did the tutor do especially well?

8. Is there anything the tutor should do to improve the overall effectiveness of sessions?

9. Will (would) you return for graduate tutoring service in the future? ______

10. Have you recommended (or would you) the service to other graduate students? ______